BE SURE TO PICK THE NETWORK PRO

Here are the instructions for students to order their class materials, activate them and join the school and lastly enroll in the correct class.

First each student wanting to order direct must go to www.testout.com and on the home page at the bottom right hand corner enter your Student ordering code (14-297ta For PC Pro, and Network Pro)

After entering the code, you will be taken to the “academic order form” This is where you will select the courseware title you instructor has outlined for class use. Click the “add to cart” button on the right to proceed...
Once on the next page, simply click checkout when you have the selected items in your shopping cart:

On the Shopping Cart Page, you will enter your name and email, then you will be asked to enter your school name and instructor name. You MUST enter the School name exactly as it is listed: “College of Marin”. Your instructors name does not need to be in any exact form to proceed: